ABOUT NOWOCOAT
Nowocoat is a Danish coating plant with roots that go back
to 1861. We are not afraid to call ourselves nerds when it
comes to coating roofs and other surfaces of the house.
We have only one thing on our minds: Making innovative
and functional solutions adapted to all types of roofs, from
the rainy north to the warm south. This will give you the
best, most durable roofs over your heads - now, and in the
future. Of course, we have also developed products that
protect facades and tiles. Maybe that is why, today, we are
Europe’s leading producer of roof coatings.

YOUR LOCAL SPECIALIST:

YOU CAN PROTECT YOUR ENTIRE HOUSE!
Would you like to keep the facade of your house nice
and clean in addition to your tiles? It looks great when
the house is well maintained, and we also have the
products to ensure that it does. It involves using the
right cleaning agents and impregnations.
See what the options are on our website
www.nowocoat.dk and get your local professional
specialist to come by and handle the preventive work
needed to ensure a well-maintained house.

Nowocoat A/S
Staalvej 3 | DK-6OOO Kolding | www.nowocoat.dk
+45 75 5O 11 11 | mail@nowocoat.dk

EFFECTIVE GRAFFITI PROTECTION
APPLIED BY SPECIALISTS

REMOVING GRAFFITI BECOMES
ALMOST EFFORTLESS - AND CHEAP
In comparison with other recognised anti-graffiti agents, Nowo Anti
Graffiti Seal is unique in that the impregnation is long-lasting and close
to being a permanent solution. Studies have shown and documented
that the membrane can withstand at least 16 pressure washes with a
pressure up to 100 bar before the wall needs to be impregnated again.
This results in significant economic, work-related and environmental
benefits as the wall does not need to be re-impregnated virtually
every time the graffiti is removed. For a long period, there will only be
a need for fast, cheap and environmentally friendly pressure washing.

UNIQUE WALL IMPREGNATION
THAT PROTECTS AGAINST
UNWANTED GRAFFITI
Nowocoat has developed a wall impregnation agent
that allows you to remove graffiti using just cold
water and high pressure.
The treated surface can withstand at least 16 times
cleaning. Therefore, it can be done without the need
for cleaning agents and solvents, and the effect of
the impregnation is, to all intents and purposes, as
good as permanent.

Many municipalities, housing associations, institutions
and companies will now be able to save significant
sums on the removal of graffiti. Nowo Anti Graffiti
Seal works by adding a transparent and almost invisible membrane to the surface, meaning that the paint
from the graffiti cannot penetrate the wall itself. It
will be confined to the outside of the membrane, and
therefore it is easy and quick to wash away.

It can be applied to all walls made of concrete, eternite, brick, wood
and metal. It can be applied using a brush, roller and professional
spraying equipment, and the result is a transparent and almost
invisible membrane that forms a waterproof and extremely strong
barrier - which remains diffusion open so the wall can still breathe.
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Unique wall impregnation
Can withstand at least 16 pressure
washes
Breathable
Cleaned with cold water
Environmentally friendly cleaning
Waterproof barrier

Without protection

With Nowo Anti Graffiti seal
– 16 times cleaning with high
pressure cleaner without chemicals.

16 times cleaning with high
pressure cleaner without chemicals

